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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 279 x 216 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Philosophy and the Social Problem By Will
Durant, Ph.D. Includes Sections on: Morality as impotence Democracy Feminism Socialism and
anarchism Degeneration Nihilism The will to power The superman How to make supermen On the
necessity of exploitation Aristocracy Signs of ascent Feminism Socialism Eugenics Anarchism
Individualism The organization of intelligence Information as panacea Sex, art, and play in social
Reconstruction Education Political ethics Is man a political animal? What the social problem is Free
speech Virtue as power Freedom and order Democracy and intelligence THE purpose of this essay is
to show: first, that the social problem has been the basic concern of many of the greater
philosophers; second, that an approach to the social problem through philosophy is the first
condition of even a moderately successful treatment of this problem; and third, that an approach
to philosophy through the social problem is indispensable to the revitalization of philosophy. By
philosophy we shall understand a study of experience as a whole, or of a portion of experience in
relation to the whole. By the social problem we shall...
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These kinds of ebook is almost everything and got me to seeking ahead of time plus more. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this
book from my i and dad advised this publication to learn.
-- Sonny B er g str om-- Sonny B er g str om

These sorts of book is the greatest book o ered. This can be for all those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just quickly could
get a pleasure of reading a written ebook.
-- V er ner  Goyette DDS-- V er ner  Goyette DDS
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